Call for Submissions – “Visualize Internal Medicine” and “Pulse Check”

Research abstracts and Clinical Vignettes represent distinct aspects of our learning experience but there is so much more. These 2 categories aim to broaden the view and we are now seeking submissions from residents.

Visualize Internal Medicine
Images are an important part of how we learn in medicine, and often a picture is worth a thousand words. Visualize Internal Medicine is our category for submissions depicting “classic” clinical images or images that can be used to teach clinical pearls. Submit a clinical image with a short caption (no more than 250 words) describing the image and what you wish the viewers to learn. Please see the Submission Guidelines for details and format (link below). Images selected will be displayed at the annual ACP VA Chapter Resident’s Day.

Pulse Check - Reflections and Humanism in Medicine
“In a cardiac arrest, check your own pulse first “not only reminds us not to panic, but also to listen to our body and tend to our own needs as care givers. Many of us find balance in the arts and we are looking to share your story, be it personal or related to experiences with patients but always reflective. Submit your original work (essays, fiction, poetry, personal narrative suited for a story slam, art, photography, music, video) that depicts humanism or another element of reflective practice within internal medicine with a short caption (140 characters) if applicable. Submissions selected will be displayed or may be invited to perform at the annual ACP VA Chapter Residents’ Day on March 12th, 2020.

Interested in submitting? Please review the detailed submission guidelines on the VA ACP Chapter Website  https://www.acponline.org/about-acp/chapters-regions/united-states/virginia-chapter
Not sure or have questions? Email us at acpvirginiaresidents@gmail.com
Send your finalized submission to acpvirginiaresidents@gmail.com by November 30th 2019.